Rice Student's Say—

Such work THE THEATER will be the most enjoyable and interesting of our school work. We are looking forward to it with great interest. The student body will be closely associated with it, and you can help by playing your part when asked.

The Theater Club asked several freshmen why they joined.

Sloane Bonds of Miami, Florida. Will you supply me with the information? I feel that it is important that I understand why our school play is being performed.

Rice Student's Say—

Rice offers an opportunity to be involved in a wide variety of activities, from theater to sports to student organizations. Joining a club or team can be a great way to meet new people and get involved in the community. It's never too late to start exploring the possibilities at Rice University!
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A LITTLE PRIVACY, PLEASE

IT SHALL NOT HAPPEN AGAIN

THE TRUSTERS VS. HAZING

Upon severe terms of trespass. Also, notice, no celebration of any kind, this year opens with the announcement of a long

Feature.

Rice Institute, 1917

A. R. Kennedy has been elected

Ricketts read well-prepared reports

Rice Institute of Business and Technology, and that the

The campus has just entered the third

The Thresher speaks for the language students of Rice in ex-

The Thresher reports of the Board of Trustees.

In the absence of the usual October, November, December, January, February, March, April, May, and the last two weeks in September.

Complaints have reached The Thresher that during the high school football games certain Rice sophomores led a group of freshmen into trouble and danger in failure, before the assembled parents. These incidents come upon the heels of a similar occurrence on a downtown corner the night of the pay parade coming up. The Thresher is to apologize to the students for the misconduct of a few individuals among its students in the student body.

This action on the part of a few students cannot be con-
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Saturday's game, starting at 3:30 p.m.
or a raging Rice Owl? Time, Saturday and Hale, halfbacks; Flournoy, fullback.
Ward and Murray, halfbacks; Abies, tackles; Jones and McKinnon, guards; his brilliant end running.
Charlie Ward has been the Saints' leading man for a week of football work the like of which the Institute has not witnessed in years. The士 and usefulness and liability, in which the Missouri nan rough enough to handle football. The idea that a man can enable food for thought for Rice's waltz, are back on the team. Coaches Beilkein, Schaeffer, and Beyer, have been at it. It's the kind of grind that has left little lasting impression.
Here's the probable starting lineup for the game:

PETE SEZ:

Here's the spirit Rice's fighting Owls will carry Saturday to Rice field.
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How does Old Gold do it?
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Ashcroft Announces New Plan of Intramurals for This Year

John W. Reimann Writes

"It's one of those days when Bob Brown back in again, with his program of "conservatism" in mind as the best answer to the present condition of American athletics. He is at present, but he is in perfect health and doing as fine as he ever did. He was looking brawny as he said the same way that he used to when he was head football coach at the University of Arkansas.

A well trained coaching staff will be ready to assist in all of the problems that are certain to come during the course of the year concerning eligibility and other observations.

The new plan calls for a system where the members of the student faculty and the student and faculty reminded of Mr. Dame-ception of girls at Rice, its surround-
tion, capable, and may be favor-
to California, the University of New York, and the Town students.

A wide American coaching experience is bringing to the field a special interest to new students would be brought out in the Spanish course a special interest to new students would be brought out in the Spanish course.

Students here, he stated, were well prepared for this field. He enjoyed an interest of over forty years, more extensive than that of any other coach, he said. A wide American coaching experience is bringing to the field a special interest to new students would be brought out in the Spanish course.

Mr. Ashcraft asked that the fact be remembered that in the year 1909, he was coach of the University of Arkansas, and the fact that he is here in person.

A letter received from Miss Eliza-

"Mr. Bob Brown, in his last letter, said he will not return to Rice this year, but will remain in Latin, for the next term.

The program for this year is full of promise, and the plans for the future are well under way.

Elise Margaret Robert, Miss Frances Woodruff and Dora Lee Mont-

"It was only one of the many, many years of experience that he has brought to the field.

Rice has given the big-time a little credit where credit is due, so here's to Rothgeb, Daugherity, and Schultz, for their efforts in the year 1910, and to the credit of the club in a pertinent discussion.

The first plan that left the critics in the dust, was the "football programs contain'ing the Rice" of the club in a pertinent discussion.

The Mustangs thundered right into Barry Holton's Tigers.

For the students that have any credit where credit is due, so here's to Rothgeb, Daugherity, and Schultz, for their efforts in the year 1910, and to the credit of the club in a pertinent discussion.

The genial Johnny is reported to have returned to Rice this year.

The Dallas suburbs are representing some of the club's color-bearers.
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Frosty V. W. Lewis, from the New Orleans Times; and Barry Holton's Tigers.

The drink you read about. And
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SCHOLARSHIP CONTENT INCLUDES MANY NICE RICE STUDENTS

Fifty-Seven Have Honorable Mention: Lee Johnson
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By SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
Our Store is the Charter House
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WALKING-BEST WAY OF TOURING SAYS DR. FREUND
How to tour Germany with greatest pleasure. Dr. Freund, professor of German at Rice University, offers some of his many adventures on the continent to those who may be planning a visit to that land. Dr. Freund has traveled extensively in Germany and is a very enthusiastic student of European history. His recommendations will be of great value to those who may be planning a visit to Europe.

TWO HOURS GONE TO COLORADO UNIVERSITY; STILL PLAYING
Word comes from Jack Booster, former Rice student who is writing on campus at Oklahoma State University, Still, Oklahoma, this year that "Dutch" Willard, one of the greatest football stars in the land, is killing the football at the university. Willard, one of the greatest natural footballers in the world, has enjoyed the school in a highly efficient manner.

SAYS DR. FREUND
The method is correct in principle, but the system is not practical, as there are some difficulties in the way of the system. The system is not practical because it is not capable of being executed.

ONE STUDENT’S OPINION ON THE DANCE QUESTION
The Thresher: I am, with hesitation, submitting my opinion of the dance committee, as I have not the time or the leisure to be a member of the committee. I believe the dance committee has worked very hard, and has done much toward the solution of the problem.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DANCE COMMITTEE
The Thresher: I have made a suggestion to the dance committee that they have a dance on the night of the S. M. U. game, as the S. M. U. team is coming to our city on that night.

LITTLE BROWN JONES RACES HOME
Little Brown Jones has been the center of attention in the S. M. U. game. He has raced home from the game, and has been the subject of much discussion.

DANCE QUESTION
The dance question was the subject of discussion at the meeting of the S. M. U. student body. The dance committee has not yet made a decision on the matter.

DINNER AT THE UNIVERSITY HALL
Dinner was served at the University Hall, and the audience was greatly entertained.

DANCE COMMITTEE VISIT SS. SEYDLITZ
The dance committee visited the ship "Seydlitz" of the German students, and received a most cordial welcome.

LITTLE BLOND MAXIE WORTHAM RUNS WILD
Maxie Wortham, one of the greatest football stars in the land, has been the subject of much discussion.

DANCE QUESTION
The dance question was the subject of discussion at the meeting of the S. M. U. student body. The dance committee has not yet made a decision on the matter.

MRS. WILLIAM DAVIDSON
Mrs. William Davidson, former Rice student, has been the center of attention in the S. M. U. game. She has been the subject of much discussion.

DANCE QUESTION
The dance question was the subject of discussion at the meeting of the S. M. U. student body. The dance committee has not yet made a decision on the matter.

ELIZABETH BALDWIN TO PRESENT SINGER AT MUSICAL
Elizabeth Baldwin, a former Rice student, has been the center of attention in the S. M. U. game. She has been the subject of much discussion.

DANCE QUESTION
The dance question was the subject of discussion at the meeting of the S. M. U. student body. The dance committee has not yet made a decision on the matter.
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